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Through the programming, the brand is  presenting an intimate look at the "phys ical memory" of its  his tory. Image credit: Jaeger-LeCoultre

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Swiss watchmaker Jaeger-LeCoultre is paying homage to house heritage per the latest campaign from the brand.

The "In The Making" programming showcases the reparations happening at the watchmaker's restoration
workshops. As Jaeger-LeCoultre has preserved the original drawings of the pieces and tools, historical accuracy and
"enduring care" are central in on-site efforts something that is highly emphasized in the campaign.

Heritage framing 
The behind-the-scenes footage from the brand places a strong value of the past at the heart of the workshop.

The craftspeople work to keep the authenticity of the damaged pieces intact, using the vintage drawings and storied
tools as added nods to the company's history, stretching back to 1833. From the watch hands to the watch faces, each
piece is shown to be treated with an equal amount of care, and with the same prioritization of keeping its historic
look and mechanisms alive and well.

In The Making: Restoration

The campaign highlights not only the meticulous work being done and the history of the brand, but the stories of
those working to make this preservation work possible.

From redesigning the damaged pieces to building the watches to ornamenting the finished product, the craftspeople
bring tradition and modern innovation together, honoring both the past of the brand, as well as its place in the future
of luxury watchmakers.

To fully outline the extent to which the craftspeople go to ensure authenticity and high-quality restoration work, the
Jaeger-LeCoultre's campaign page provides a step-by-step dive into the process, giving consumers an inside look at
what goes into watchmaking and the preservation of their own cherished pieces.
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Showing the use of the original drawings  demons trates  how highly the brand values  its  heritage, s trengthening its  perceived sense of self. Image
credit: Jaeger-LeCoultre

As the brand is among the only luxury watchmakers to fully make, build and decorate all of its  own timepieces in an
individual workshop, this is a unique identity in the market.

Highlighting this asset showcases the brand's valuable position in the industry, as well as brings a personalized
narrative to marketing efforts thanks to the centering of heritage.
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A post shared by Jaeger-LeCoultre (@jaegerlecoultre)

As building a relationship with consumers is a highly performing strategy, this move seems to signal an insightful
self-awareness on the part of Jaeger-LeCoultre.

Consumers want to get to know the values of the brands that they support, looking to align with companies that reflect
their own ideas of the world back to them. For this reason, sustainability and equity efforts are being especially well-
received.

For the same reason, messaging that tells a story of identity, and creates a personality for the brand, allows
consumers to further connect with the company. It gives them a sense of what the brand stands for, where it has
been, where it plans to go and what it says about them if they support it.

This campaign's use of storytelling, as well as the act of giving consumers a narrative that says "This is who we are,"
provides an engaging opportunity for them to interact with the brand and see the humanity in it.

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cpuwrfxse6r/?utm_source=ig_embed&utm_campaign=loading


 

Historic time
Jaeger-LeCoultre joins a slew of other luxury brands that are coming to the realization that projecting a sense of self
is the key to resilience in trying economic times.

The brand has  found a way to bring together tried-and-true methods  that have served them well his torically, and modern technology in reparation
processes . Image credit: Jaeger-LeCoultre

The luxury watch industry has especially embraced the tactic. Fellow Swiss watchmaker Rolex recently platformed a
heritage campaign, exploring the crown motif and founder's legacy (see story).

The brand's "Man Behind the Crown" campaign explored why idealism plays such a role in the company's initiatives
and watchmaking practices, tying it back to the positive outlook that founder Hans Wilsdorf held towards the world.

Swiss jewelry Chopard is also tying current initiatives to company history, working to preserve Alpine wildlife with
the stated purpose of not only giving back to the local ecosystems, but preserving the brand's heritage of outdoor
enthusiasm (see story).

As the luxury consumer base increasingly favors engaging content, brands will need to continually push captivating
narratives over simply impressive drops or trending pieces, and they will need to keep creating a consumer-facing
identity for consumers to look to. Otherwise, they will lose the valuable younger customers who are rising to power.
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